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CODE QUANTITY FIRST CUT SECOND CUT USAGE
454/1
Sailing Boats*

Fat ! Cut a rectangle 
6" x 15"

Sub-cut ten 3" squares Row #1 and #2
Sea

455/B
Sea Texture*

Fat ! Cut a rectangle 
6" x 18"

Sub-cut eleven 3" squares Row #1 and #2
Sea 

455/Y
Sand Texture*

Fat ¹/16 Cut four strips each 
1¾" x 10"

Rows #3 and #4
Sand and Dunes

3745/Q3
Sand Dunes*

Fat ¹/16 Cut four strips each 
1¾" x 10"

Rows #3 and #4
Sand and Dunes

452/1
Beach Huts*

Fat ¼ Fussy-cut ten beach
huts - each 3" squares

Rows #3 and #4
Beach Huts

450/1
Labels

10cm = 1 
row of  11 
Pictures

Fussy-cut ten labels -
each 3¾" square

Rows #5 and #6
Labels

803/B2
Sky*

Fat ! Cut four strips 1½" 
wide

Sub-cut thirteen 1½" x 5½" 
rectangles and three 
1½" x 3"

Rows #7 - #11
Sky

2800/B59
Navy Spraytime

25cms Cut a strip 3" wide Sub-cut eleven 3" squares Row #1 Sea
Sub-cut two 3" squares Kite

Cut three strips 1#" 
wide

Sub-cut ten 1#" x 3¾" 
rectangles and ten 
1#" x 5½" rectangles

Rows #5 and #6  
Labels

From remnant sub-cut a 1!" x 8" rectangle Kite Ties
2800/B55
Mid Blue Spraytime

Fat ! Cut a rectangle 
15" x 6"

Sub-cut ten 3" squares Row #2 
Sea

From remnant sub-cut a 1!" x 8" rectangle Kite Ties
2800/B44
Light Blue Spraytime

Fat ! Cut four strips 1½" 
wide

Sub-cut eleven 1½" x 5½" 
rectangles and three 
1½" x 3"

Rows #7- #11 
Sky

2800/R06
Red Spraytime

30cms Cut three strips 1#" 
wide

Sub-cut ten 1#" x 3¾" 
rectangles and ten 
1#" x 5½" rectangles

Rows #5 and #6 
Labels

Cut a rectangle 3" x 6" Sub-cut into two 3" 
squares

Kite

Cut four strips each 
1½" wide

Sub-cut into two strips 
25½" long and two strips 
27½" long

Inner Border

From remnant sub-cut a 1!" x 8" rectangle Kite ties
451/1 
Border

1,30m Divide into four identical widths along the pattern.

458/1
Stripe

30cms Cut $ve strips each 2" 
wide

Double Binding

457/1
Fishing Boats

1,30 x 
1,30m

Backing

Optional Extras - Bondaweb (9" x 9") wide and stabilizer (24" x 6")

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:  
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SEWING INSTRUCTIONS
All seams are ¼%.

* Many of the fabrics have directional designs.  Pin the pieces together $rst and open out to check they 
$nish up facing the right way.

Row #1   Deep Sea
We are using this method of sewing half-square units because of the directional sea fabric – see the note 
above.
1. Take six 3% navy blue squares and six sea fabric squares.  Pin right sides together and stitch a 
    diagonal line from corner to corner.  Press open and trim away the excess fabric to a ¼% seam 
    allowance.
2. Take $ve 3% navy blue squares and $ve Sailing Boat fabric squares.  Pin right sides together and stitch 
    a diagonal line from corner to corner.  Press open and trim away the excess fabric to a ¼% seam 
    allowance.
3. Sew these squares together alternating the blocks.  Trim 2½% off each end of the strip.  It should 
    measure 25½%.  

Row #2    Sea
1. Take $ve 3% mid blue squares and $ve sea fabric squares.  Pin right sides together and stitch a 
    diagonal line from corner to corner.  Press open and trim away the excess fabric to a ¼% seam 
    allowance.
2. Take $ve 3% mid blue squares and $ve Sailing Boat fabric squares.  Pin right sides together and stitch 
    a diagonal line from corner to corner.  Press open and trim away the excess fabric to a ¼% seam 
    allowance.
3. Sew these squares together alternating the blocks.  

Rows #3 and #4   4-patch Dune Blocks and Beach Huts
1. Take a 1¾% wide strip of sand fabric and grass dune fabric.  Place right sides together and sew along
    the length of the strips.  Press to one side.  Repeat with remaining strips. Cut twenty 1¾% wide 
    segments.  Sew together in pairs to make ten 4-patch blocks.
2. Sew $ve beach hut squares and $ve 4-patch blocks together alternately starting with a beach hut
    square.
3. Repeat this step with the remaining squares and blocks but start with a 4-patch block.

Rows #5 and #6   Labels
1. Fussy cut ten labels.  Each square should measure 3¾% with the label in the centre.
2. First sew a 3¾% x 1#% navy blue strip to the top and bottom of a label. Press the seam allowance 
    away from the label.  Now sew a 5½% x 1#% navy blue strip to each side of the label and press the
    seam allowance away from the label.
3. Repeat this with the remaining nine labels with both red and blue fabrics.

Rows #7 - #11   Sky
1. Lay out the pale blue and sky fabric rectangles alternating the fabrics in a random manner.  Some 
    rows will have $ve large rectangles in them and some will have four large and two small rectangles.  
    You have a couple of spare rectangles to play with.
2. Sew the pieces together into rows then sew the rows together.

Kite Appliqué
1. Sew the two navy blue and two red 3% squares together in a 4-patch.  Fuse Bondaweb to the wrong
    side of the square.  Use the template to cut out the kite lining up the seams with the lines on the 
    template.  
2. Fuse Bondaweb to the wrong side of the navy, mid blue and red 8% x 1!% rectangles.  Use the 
    template to cut out 12 kite ties.
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Assembling the Quilt

1. Sew the rows together as shown in the photograph.  Press the seams to one side.
2. Place your kite in position in the sky and draw the line for the tail as you fancy.  Use a removable
    marker.  Stitch this line with a medium satin stitch (about width &3 on your sewing machine).  It is
    highly advisable to place a stabilizer behind your work to stop any distortion as you sew.  You can 
    remove this after you have appliquéd your kite and ties.
3. Place the kite and ties along your tail line.  Remove the backing paper and fuse them to your quilt top
    with a dry iron.  Satin stitch around the edges of the appliqué pieces.

Inner Border
First sew the 25½% x 1½% red border strips to the top and bottom of the assembled quilt top.  Then add 
the 27½% x 1½% strips to the sides.  Press the seams away from the centre.

Outer Border
Decide where in the design of the border fabric you are going to separate the four outer border strips.  
You may include as much or as little as you like but the four strips must be identical.
1. Find the centre point of each strip and mark it.
2. Place the $rst outer border strip along one side of the quilt top with the centres lined up.  Stitch ¼" from 
    the beginning corner to ¼" from the end corner – do not sew into the corners.  Back stitch at each end.
3. Add the other three borders in the same way.
4. Press the seams away from the centre.
5. Lay the quilt out on a large 'at surface with the extending border strips crossing over each other in
    each corner.  Turn the upper strip back under itself to form a 45° angle starting exactly in the inner 
    corner.  You are creating a mitred corner.  Pin this fold carefully, iron it and then stitch it down using a
    blind hem stitch or a small open zigzag stitch and invisible thread. Trim the excess fabric back to a ¼"
    seam along the mitred corner.

Finishing off the quilt
1. Layer up your backing fabric, the batting and the 
    quilt top on a 'at surface.  Secure the layers 
    together with hand or machine basting, safety pins, 
    basting tacks or basting spray.
2. Quilt by hand or machine as your fancy takes you.  
    Remember to quilt evenly across the whole quilt as
    this will help your quilt lie 'at without wavy edges.
3. At this point you have a choice to have straight 
    edges (see opposite) to the outside of your quilt or 
    to cut a curvy one.

Binding
1. Sew the $ve strips of binding fabric together with 
    mitred joins.  Fold the long strip in half lengthwise,
    wrong sides together and press.
2. Sew the binding to the top of the quilt, mitreing the 
    corners.
3. Turn the binding to the back and hand stitch it in place.
4. Remember to label your quilt with your name and the date at the very least.

Congratulations and well done!
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*450/1 LABELS

*3745/Q3 SAND DUNES

*803/B2 SKY

*454/1 SAILING BOATS

*457/1 FISHING BOATS

*451/1 BORDER*458/1 STRIPE

453/1 BEACH HUT INTERIOR

456/Q BEACHWEAR CREAM

3839/Q04 FOOTPRINTS

*198/1 SAND

*452/1 BEACH HUTS

456/B BEACHWEAR BLUE

Seaside  by The Henley Studio
from makoweruk +44(0)1491 579727 www.makoweruk.com

*455/B TEXTURE BLUE *455/Y TEXTURE YELLOW

FREE Quilt Pattern (1,20 X 1,20m) by Hilary Gooding
Available to download March 2010  *Fabrics required to make quilt 

Also uses 2800 / B59 / B55 / B44 / R06
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